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Market Street Partners, PLLC, Adds Derek Daniel and Lyndy Clementson
Daniel joins as Principal and Clementson to manage Human Resources
Chattanooga, Tennessee (November 10, 2020) — Market Street Partners, PLLC, a dual-market
Chattanooga-based accounting firm, has grown their team by adding Derek Daniel, CPA, as
Principal and L
 yndy Clementson, PHR, SHRM - SCP, as Manager of Human Resources. Daniel
brings with him 16 years of accounting experience, while Clementson has almost a decade of
human resources experience.
“These are two critical hires that will benefit our clients immensely, while also ensuring that we
are taking care of our most valuable resources at MSP — our people,” said K
 yle Bryant, CPA, and
Founding Partner at Market Street Partners. “Over the course of his career, Derek has
established himself as a reliable and proactive, client-focused CPA, and the quality of his work is
hard to match. Likewise, Lyndy has earned a reputation as a leader in the human resources
field. Both of them will be great additions to our team, and I am excited they’ve decided to grow
their careers with us.”
Prior to joining Market Street Partners, Daniel served clients of all sizes at a regional accounting
firm. He has led and participated in audits of various-sized companies, ranging from
pre-revenue stage to premier customers. His primary industry focus is manufacturing and
distribution, where he has served companies including chemical, food and beverage, industrial
manufacturing, e-tail distributors, and furniture. Daniel has also served a variety of other
industries, including real estate construction and development, healthcare, government
contracting, and even Major League Baseball.
Clementson specializes in leading human resources initiatives including policy design,
compensation, performance management, recruiting, compliance, HRIS implementations,
employee relations, HR workflow development, and benefits administration.
“These are the kinds of hires we envisioned making when we founded Market Street Partners,”
said Bryant. “We wouldn’t be able to attract this caliber of talent unless we’d grown by leaps and
bounds over the past few years, and both Lyndy and Derek will enable us to continue that
trajectory.”
For additional Market Street Partners details, please visit: h
 ttps://marketstreet.partners
Market Street Partners media contact: david@heedpr.com
###
About Market Street Partners, PLLC:

At Market Street Partners, we believe accounting is more than numbers. It’s about what the
numbers mean. It’s about empowering business leaders with the information they need to lead
their teams successfully.

